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French colonies from their Mother Country, it was now
directed to prevent entirely the revival of the naval power
of France. Moreover, continental campaigns had hitherto
been intended by Pitt merely to prevent France from attend-
ing to colonial affairs. They were now used to strike a
decisive blow at France and to force her to a Peace which
would secure to England the colonial acquisitions she had
already made. Similarly attacks on the French West Indian
Islands were now intended to acquire lands which could be
used as diplomatic pawns at the Peace Congress and which
would make it unnecessary for England to sacrifice any of
her more highly prized gains. Previously all had been
subordinated to the necessity of conquering Canada; now
all was designed to hasten the Peace which would leave
Canada in our hands. Hence Pitt was anxious to prevent
the entry of Spain into the war, for it necessarily postponed
the Peace, and widened a struggle that he was seeking to
narrow.
Pitt's policy, brilliant in conception, was also efficiently
administered. He had writhed under the cautious, unin- his P°lic>*
ventive conventionalism of Walpole, and had chafed under
the vacillating inefficiency of the Pelhams, and in saying
that he could save the country and that no one else could,
he expressed no more than his sincere conviction. He was
resolved, therefore, to establish himself in such a position as
to bring the strategy and administration of the war under
his direct control. He gathered information not merely from
all official channels but also from captains of merchantmen
and private traders; and as a result he was able to send out
detailed advice to naval and military officers and colonial
governors. Possessing more accurate information, whilst
he could avoid leaving commanders overseas without in-
structions, he was also able to leave them without the
obligation of slavish obedience to general and often out-of-
date commands: he never robbed his officers of their right of
initiation or immediate action, but he gave them detailed
and scrupulously well-informed advice.
He was resolved to have under his command men whom he
could trust and, with his acute appreciation of character,

